What is Excelerate?
Excelerate is a curriculum-based
initiative being piloted at Alford,
Banff, Kemnay, and Portlethen
Academies. It will support the
development of young people’s
readiness for work by enabling
schools and partners to deliver
high-quality, diverse pathways
that
fully
realise
the
opportunities
of
Scotland’s
curriculum.
With the support of Ford Next
Generation
Learning,
each
school is embarking on a tried
and tested roadmap process.

Excelerate Learning Programme Outcome:
“Developing all young people’s readiness for work by enabling schools and partners to deliver high quality, diverse
pathways that fully realise the opportunities of Curriculum for Excellence and the SCQF framework.”

Goal 1
Upskilled, confident teachers
with strengthened pedagogy

Introduction, development
& delivery of PBL as
principle vehicle of change

Goal 2
Deeper relationships and
activities between schools,
employers and the wider
community

Goal 3
Higher quality and more
diverse learning pathways

Goal 4

Engaged, informed,
motivated and empowered
young people

A more detailed
breakdown of
each goal can be
found on
SharePoint here.

Excelerate’s 4 goals fit almost perfectly with Portlethen Academy’s Indicative School Improvement Plan:
Goal 1 = QI 3.1

Goal 2 = QI 2.3 and 3.2

Goal 3 = QI 3.1

Goal 4 = QI 1.3

Who’s who:
The Wood Foundation: Ali McLachlan (UK Director) & Georgea Hughes (Programme Manager)
Ford NGL: Scott Palmer (Community coach) & Starr Herman
Academies of Nashville: Starr Herman (Director of Consulting)
PBL Works: Matt Baer
Business and Community Support Officer for Portlethen Academy: Isla Elliott
Portlethen Academy Excelerate Lead: Kirsty Campbell-Robertson

One of the first main steps to formalising the ability to create such a strong pupil profile for our pupils is changing
DCT to Clan. This is being influenced by Crew from XP School.
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Project Based-Learning (PBL) is an approach that through using our three pillars will foster pupil motivation,
ownership, and leadership of learning. Matt Baer delivered PBLWorks 101 training on this robust approach to some
staff from Portlethen in Newcastle, November 2019.
Ford NGL is a structure that follows 3 strands which are implemented through 5 phases. The Learning Framework
can be found here.
Academies of Nashville is a successful structure of schools in Nashville that has developed over 15 years. Certain
roles and cultures are being used to influence Excelerate. Some Portlethen staff have visited Nashville and a number
of schools to see this in practice.
XP School is in Doncaster which was built (literally) and structured specifically for the delivery of Expeditionary
Learning (which is a similar approach to PBL). Some current XP Expeditions. ‘How we XP’ book can be borrowed from
KCR which is a short easy read or some photos of pages with information about ‘Crew’ can be found here. Some
Portlethen Staff have visited XP School.

